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INTRODUCTION
!e Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) 

is a currently operational NASA Explorer-program 
spacecra" in its second mission extension and has 
been in service for a current total of #ve years (Bar-
clay, 2023).

!e satellite’s main instruments are a set of four 
identical wide #eld charged-coupled device (CCD) 
cameras, with each camera having a #eld of view of 
24° × 24° for a total of 24° × 96° of vision. TESS cam-
eras observe continuously in a stream of two-second 
exposures and are summed over di%erent periods of 
time for its di%erent cadence types. For TESS’ short 
cadence photometry, images of selected targets were 
created in two-minute intervals. !is short cadence 
imagery has already proven to be extremely bene#-
cial for the detection of exoplanets and other selected 

deep space object types over the course of its mission 
(Olmschenk et al., 2021). Additionally, long cadence 
photometry was taken once every 30 minutes during 
the primary mission period and stored in Full Frame 
Images (FFIs) (Barclay, 2017). Later, FFI cadences 
were reduced to 10 minutes and then 200 seconds for 
the #rst and second mission extensions, respectively. 
FFIs combine the uncorrected pixel data from the en-
tire camera. !us, these FFIs not only include plan-
etary transits, but also have the potential to store data 
on eclipsing binaries (Kruse et al., 2019).

Eclipsing binaries (EBs) are a type of binary star 
system orbiting within the plane of the Earth in which 
the two stars periodically pass in front of each other, 
causing a temporary decrease in brightness that can 
be observed from Earth. It is this decrease in bright-
ness (transits) that all detection methods examine 
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to determine whether the target is an EB, exoplanet, 
or another object entirely. In order to apply such 
detection methods, astronomers measure and plot 
the amount of received light over time, in what are 
called light curves. For an EB, the di%erent sizes and 
luminosities of the two component stars create pro-
nounced odd and even transits which can be analyzed 
(for an example of such a light curve, see Fig. 3).

!rough this analysis, EBs provide valuable insights 
into the physical properties of stars, such as their 
masses, radii, and temperatures, which can be di'cult 
to measure directly (Prsa et al., 2022). Astronomers 
can determine the size, shape, and periods of the stars’ 
orbits and thus their masses through Newton’s laws 
of gravitation; additionally, the duration and depth of 
the eclipses can be used to derive the stars’ physical 
properties such as through the Stefan-Boltzmann law. 
Eclipsing binaries have been crucial in the develop-
ment of modern astrophysics, providing a way to test 
theoretical models of stellar structure and evolution, 
and enabling astronomers to explore the relation-
ships between stellar parameters. Furthermore, they 
are important tools for determining the distances to 
other galaxies by measuring the spectra, which helps 
to re#ne our understanding of the scale and structure 
of the universe. Finally, EBs also serve as an important 
safeguard against false positives for exoplanet detec-
tion, as the light curves of the two objects can appear 
to be similar due to the transit shape mostly being 
identical (Prsa et al., 2022). !us, EBs were chosen 
as the target to examine FFI data over other transient 
phenomena for their lack of study within the literature 
in comparison with their importance.

LITERATURE REVIEW
As the name of the spacecra" would suggest, the 

analysis of research data from TESS over the past few 
years has mainly focused on the discovery of exo-
planet candidates. Although this paper focuses on 
eclipsing binaries (EBs), the same issues that plague 
exoplanet transit candidates a%ect EB detection be-
cause both use transits as an identi#cation method. 
!e primary di%erence between the two is the di%er-
ent transit depths and durations for odd/even transits 
in EBs, as mentioned previously. Only one #nal step 
of comparing odd and even transits during vetting is 
necessary to distinguish the two. !us, it is necessary 
to examine the method- ology that past researchers 
have used to identify both exoplanets and EBs in order 

to adequately understand the current situation for EB 
detection. To begin, it is necessary to investigate the 
fundamental principles that underlie such detection 
methods. Early on in exoplanet discovery, observa-
tion depended on Earth-based telescopes performing 
radial velocity analysis, where the gravitational e%ect 
of planets or other gravitational bodies on the parent 
star induced changes in its rotational velocity which 
can be viewed from Earth in the form of redshi" in its 
spectrum (Mayor & Queloz, 1995). How- ever, begin-
ning with Kepler (Borucki et al., 2007) and later TESS 
(Ricker et al., 2014), astronomers could use much 
more re#ned photometry from orbital telescopes to 
identify the physical crossing of a planet in front of a 
star. Light curves gathered could then be used to #nd 
transit candidates.

Although such light curves produced from FFIs 
are a treasure trove for discoveries, the sheer volume 
of data is time and power-consuming to process. As 
such, being able to e'ciently extract and process light 
curves is crucial for a successful algorithm. One com-
mon method of doing so was developed by Feinstein 
et al. (2019), who presented a new process of extract-
ing light curves from FFIs, called eleanor. !is Python 
package includes functionality that reduces noise and 
streamlines light curve analysis, including a point 
spread function (PSF) and primary component analy-
sis (PCA) to create a corrected (ux for each light curve 
generated. However, for some of the sectors, Feinstein 
et al. note that artifacts and background stars/planets 
would taint the data. !us, it is important to #nd light 
curves from the FFIs of non-disrupted sectors and/or 
from time periods where such artifacts are not pres-
ent.

In order to perform analysis of these light curves 
a variety of techniques are used, including the naive 
but standard box least squares (BLS) algorithm (Ko-
vacs 2002, 2016), a multitude of machine learning 
approaches (Osborn et al. 2019) (Ofman et al. 2021), 
and Bayesian probability (Giacalone et al. 2021). 
Although all of these algorithms have been demon-
strated to have their use cases in determining EBs and 
exoplanets, they each have varying drawbacks that 
must be considered. In general, machine learning is 
highly versatile but su%ers from long training times 
and needing large, preclassi#ed data sets to train on. 
On the other hand, simpler algorithms such as BLS 
are faster to run but are generally less accurate. BLS 
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applies a strict-period, box- #tting search that guess-
es and checks its way through transit durations and 
depths with a periodogram (Kovacs 2002). In between 
these two extremes are the statistical approaches, 
which can range from the simple Z- score checking 
and autocorrelation function (ACF) of Howard et al. 
(2022) to the complex, Bayesian modeling of Gia-
calone et al. (2021). It is important to balance both 
e%ectiveness and e'ciency: an algorithm must both 
have high accuracy for a given inputted light curve 
while also being time-e'cient to run.

One such example of an optimized algorithm that 
stands out from those previously mentioned is by 
Kruse et al. (2019), who modi#ed the Quasi-automat-
ed Transit Search algorithm (QATS) (Carter and Agol 
2013) to classify transit data from the K2 mission. 
QATS is more (exible than the strict periodicity of the 
BLS algorithm and instead only examines consecu-
tive transits that fall into a time window. !us, QATS 
can detect exoplanet candidates and EBs that exhibit 
transit timing variance (TTV) while being simpler 
than the more complex approaches by only needing 
to examine the transits within a few speci#c windows 
rather than the entire light curve. A"er the QATS 
algorithm was used on the data, human vetting was 
needed to complete the process of #ltering out transit 
candidates, as is standard in the #eld. Although the 
QATS algorithm has strong accuracy and is relatively 
e'cient, it still maintains some drawbacks due to the 
fact that it was designed speci#cally for Kepler exo-
planets. Additionally, my data pipeline was exclusively 
coded in Python for the sake of simplicity and time 
e'ciency, and thus it was decided that the C++ coded 
QATS would not be included.

Due to the varying drawbacks and bene#ts of each 
algorithm, it is common to combine them into what 
are called data pipelines. One recent pipeline, cre-
ated by Olmschenk et al. (2021), presented a neu-
ral network model for identifying planetary transit 
candidates in TESS FFIs. !eir convolutional neural 
network (CNN) runs on the Keras and Tensor(ow 
machine learning python packages. Data is fed in 
through several preprocessing stages, including elea-
nor (Feinstein et al., 2019) as well as QATS (Kruse et 
al., 2019). Finally, vetting was done with the Discov-
ery and Vetting of Exoplanets (DAVE) (Kostov et al. 
2019). !e CNN is a 1-dimensional deep neural net-
work with 11-13 layers that can perform #tting on a 

light curve in reportedly ~ 5 ms. !e CNN, dubbed 
ramjet, was used todetermine possible planet tran-
sit candidates and then classify them based on the 
process it learned during its training phase, which 
consisted of con#rmed ExoFOP- TESS-con#rmed 
planets. Even though it was possible for the CNN to 
identify EB light curves within the FFIs as well, the 
primary focus of the training set was exoplanets, and 
thus most outputted EB candidates were rather reject-
ed exoplanets, demonstrating a lack of focus on EBs 
that was exemplary of most reviewed sources. !e 
overall success rate on their testing data set reached 
nearly 90% and was generally time-e'cient during 
training compared with implementations of machine 
learning approaches. However, their data pipeline still 
required a vast quantity of resources to run and train 
the CNN which would be impossible for me to repli-
cate, mainly due to time constraints. Clearly, a theme 
of overly complex algorithms combining to form 
computationally expensive data pipelines is beginning 
to emerge.

Indeed, this pattern continues in the few EB-fo-
cused papers published. Speci#cally, the most signi#-
cant piece of literature published on TESS EBs, writ-
ten by Prsa et al. (2022), examined short cadence light 
curves with a 3-algorithm data pipeline followed-up 
by vetting with DAVE and modeling. !ey examined 
approximately 200,000 targets selected from several 
preexisting public catalogs and databases and subse-
quently generated a list of 4,584 EBs from TESS sec-
tors 1-26 to be added to an initial catalog. !is catalog 
was later expanded by 370 new candidates identi#ed 
from short cadence light curves by Howard et al. us-
ing another 3-stage pipeline with vetting. In order to 
create statistical thresholds to di%erentiate EBs that 
pass through the algorithm, they manually classi#ed 
several thousand light curves, ultimately arriving at a 
multi-pass subtractive smoothing method and creat-
ing several heuristic thresholds. On the initial pass, a 
maximum power of greater than 1,500 for the peri-
odogram was determined, which would signify the 
presence of an EB within that light curve. !e pipe-
lines of the two previously discussed papers were 
thorough, but con#rm two gaps within EB identi#-
cation literature. First, the majority of existing data 
pipelines are too complex or demanding on hardware 
for budget-limited researchers to implement, with 
three algorithms or multiple passes being done per 
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light curve. Second, even within the already limited 
EB literature, there still exists a focus on short cadence 
photometry as opposed to FFIs.

To summarize, it is evident that the majority of pre-
viously mentioned literature has mainly centered on 
exoplanet identi#cation, and thus there appears to be 
a research gap in EB identi#cation (Prsa et al. 2021). 
Additionally, upon closer examination of the limited 
number of EB-oriented sources, there is a signi#cant 
lack of analysis of FFIs, with almost all targeting short 
cadence light curves for their relative ease of access. 
With the context of prior data pipelines in place, the 
following methodology was designed to investigate 
the e'cacy of a novel FFI database, GSFC-eleanor-
lite, and suggest possible candidates for new EBs using 
a new, lightweight data pipeline.

METHODOLOGY
Dataset

!e GSFC-eleanor-lite dataset was chosen to take 
advantage of both the aforementioned eleanor FFIs and 
access to the most recent data. In the past, the short ca-
dence photometry, which singled out speci#c targets, 
was signi#cantly easier to examine for research; at the 
time of data pipeline creation, the most recent data 
release was for Sector 3, which coincidentally had the 
greatest number of light curves of any of the released 
sectors. As such, it was chosen to provide a diverse 
range of light curves to select from. However, searching 
through all 1.9 million light curves would be unfeasible, 
so a subset of 50,000 light curves was chosen from right 
ascensions between 97 and 100 degrees. !ese right 
ascensions were chosen to limit CCD variance (al-
though this was later realized not to be useful) and for 
the region’s high density of light curves. For this subset 
of 50,000, the data pipeline was run to demonstrate its 
faster runtime compared with previous pipelines and 
the usefulness of the GSFC-eleanor-lite database as a 
source of EBs and exoplanet candidates. !e CSV of the 
dataset entries was #rst downloaded from the MAST 
portal, and then processed down to only nine-digit Tess 
Input Catalog (TIC) numbers and those with the requi-
site quality (ags using Python, arriving at a #nal dataset 
of 47,298 light curves. A"er that, FITS #les of the light 
curves, stored in the eleanor-lite format, were queried 

from the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes using 
the astroquery Python package and was then inputted 
into the data pipeline itself. !e eleanor-lite format dis-
cards all non-essential data a"er processing with elea-
nor itself, enabling easier bulk downloads (Powell et al., 
2022).

Overview

!e methodology of this paper consists of a sec-
ondary data analysis performed with a data pipeline 
made up of two primary detection algorithms. !e 
two, arranged in order of operation within the data 
pipeline, are the Eclipse Candidates in Light curves 
and Inference of Period at a Speedy Rate (ECLIPSR) 
algorithm (IJspeert et al. 2021) and the box least 
squares (BLS) algorithm (Kovacs 2016).

First, (paraphrased from IJspeert et al., who cre-
ated the algorithm) ECLIPSR functions by determin-
ing transit locations and then #nding periodicity, with 
the algorithm distinguishing between (at-bottomed, 
V-shaped, and full eclipses. With these three light 
curve models, it uses multiple derivatives of the light 
curve to detect the slopes occurring at the begin-
ning and end of eclipses. By multiplying the #rst and 
third derivatives, the signal is ampli#ed while noise 
is smoothed out. !e peaks in the second derivative 
indicate the start and end points of the eclipse as well 
as marking the (at bottom of an eclipse. Additionally, 
the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is measured to remove 
false peaks that appear as transits, but are in actual-
ity just noise. A"er the correct peaks are identi#ed 
as transits, ECLIPSR then starts period-searching. A 
pre-determined range of periods is then scanned, and 
the highest goodness-of-#t is used to determine the 
best period. !e range of periods is determined by 
the minimum and median separation between eclipse 
candidates, and it is checked whether doubling the 
period results in distinguishable secondary eclipses 
(IJspeert et al., 2021). If not, the algorithm checks for 
eclipses that have the same period but are at a di%erent 
phase o%set. Once the period has been determined, 
the light curve is assigned a score based on how close-
ly it matches the model; a score of more than 0.36 is 
considered a proven EB as found by IJspeert et al. !is 
algorithm was chosen for its simplicity and repeat-
ability, with only one transit necessary to #t the model 
and con#rm the existence of an EB.
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Although the previous algorithm is usually more 
than su'cient to identify the light curves necessary 
for later model #tting and triage, it is always ben-
e#cial to do a #nal run through of a relatively simple 
algorithm for #nal con#rmation. BLS is signi#cantly 
more time-consuming than ECLIPSR, so it is impor-
tant to run this algorithm last to reduce the number 
of false positives that erroneously run through it. One 
of the main advantages of BLS over other “simple” al-
gorithms is that its transit model consists entirely of 
background with strict, periodic rectangular transits. 
!us, with so few parameters that need to be tuned for 
each pass, the algorithm re- mains one of the fastest of 
the naive approaches (Kovacs 2002). Using BLS, accu-
rate half-periods, periods, and double-periods can be 
generated to determine the presence of an EB over an 
exoplanet, and guarantees its detection if it falls with-
in the tested range. For this paper, detached EBs with 
periods between 0.5 and 27 days were targeted due to 
this range of periods including the majority of known 
EBs within TESS data (Prsa et al. 2022).

!e data pipeline was run in multiple stages to deter-
mine the e'cacy of the various constituent algorithms 
and to ensure that everything is running properly. 
First, a dry run of the #rst thousand light curves is run 
through with only BLS to determine a baseline e'cacy 
of the data pipeline and to determine the time needed 
to download and process the #les. !en, a more thor-
ough run of 10,000 light curves is performed with both 
BLS and ECLIPSR to better understand the full data 
pipeline and to characterize its speed. Finally, the #nal 
run of the full dataset is performed for characterization 
of the database itself. With this #nal run through, the 
#nal list of candidates is generated, which is then vet-
ted and compared against the existing Prsa et al. data-
base. A"er vetting, it is possible to perform modeling or 
other analysis on the light curves, such as through the 
Python package ELISa (Cokina 2021), which runs an 
a'ne-invariant Markov-chain Monte Carlo simulation 
to generate stellar parameters; however, that is mostly 
outside of the scope of this paper.

Candidates that are generated from the #nal, full run 
of the data pipeline are subsequently passed through 
DAVE and subjected to visual examination to remove 
false positives. DAVE is an industry standard Python 
program that applies centroid and (ux analysis to de-
termine whether inputted candidate light curves are 
valid. For visual examination, if evident primary and 

secondary transits could be con#rmed to be periodic, 
they were classi#ed as con#dent. If transits were am-
biguous due to noise or not being di%erentiable be-
tween primary and secondary transits, then they were 
subsequently classi#ed as probable. Light curves were 
deter- mined to be non-EBs when the transit was found 
to be bad data. !is appeared as a drastic angular de-
crease in (ux, o"entimes going below zero in the nor-
malized (ux graph as opposed to a less than ten percent 
decrease in received (ux for true transits. Finally, all ac-
cepted light curves that passed vetting were added to a 
#le and compared against the existing EB database to 
test the validity of this data pipeline and to #nd if any 
new EB candidates were generated from this process.

!e use of two, relatively fast algorithms within 
this data pipeline, as opposed the norm of three-al-
gorithms within the existing literature, was hypoth-
esized to be more e'cient and result in fewer false 
negatives than past approaches. On the other hand, 
it would allow more false positives into the #nal can-
didates list and the added time needed for manual 
vetting may signi#cantly impact the e'cacy of the 
pipeline. For the GSFC-eleanor-lite database itself, the 
non-discriminatory nature of the light sources con-
tained within the FFIs suggested that it would contain 
a lower, but still substantial EB density than short ca-
dence light curve data. !is factor could also arti#-
cially in(ate the false positive rate beyond what the 
data pipeline itself would normally output.
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RESULTS
During the #rst dry run of only the BLS algorithm, 

1,000 light curves were analyzed, yielding 52 candi-
dates in 2 hours. !is result is signi#cantly higher than 
the 0.5% con#dent EB rate of Howard et al. However, 
a"er close examination of the light curves, it was clear 
that manual vetting was needed to validate candi-
dates. For the initial run of the data pipeline with only 
the BLS algorithm, there were a large number of false 
positives that were not caught by the data quality (ags 
of the database. A"er manual vetting, only 14 of the 
original 52 candidates proved to be actual EBs, which 
is more in line with Howard et al.’s #ndings.

During the second run through, going through the 
#rst 10,000 light curves of the dataset, the original 
candidates list was revised and added to. !is second 
run consisted of both ECLIPSR and BLS, with ex-
tracted periods being matched to ensure that the two 
algorithms were in agreement. !e pipeline generated 
273 light curves from the 10,000 processed. It is im-
portant to point out that light curves that triggered 
bad data quality (ags or threw errors were immediate-
ly rejected and thus future investigation is necessary 
to determine if they are actual EBs. However, the fact 
that past researchers (agged it during initial process-
ing makes this concern unlikely. A"er analyzing the 
runtime of the various algorithms, it was noted that a 
large portion of the time processing each light curve 
was dedicated to downloading the #le itself (up to 10 
seconds in some cases), and processing of most light 
curves through both algorithms took only ~ 1 second.

For the #nal run of the total 47,298 light curves, 
1,353 candidates were generated. !e previous esti-
mate of ~ 1 second per light curve for the data pipeline 
was further con#rmed, with median times of ~ 0.1 
second for ECLIPSR and ~ 0.9 second for BLS. A"er 
this #nal pipeline run, analysis began with visual con-
#rmation of candidate light curves with a custom Py-
thon program to manually classify candidates into the 
following three categories as described in the meth-
odology: non-EBs, probable EBs, and con#dent EBs. 
Examples of these three classi#cations are provided 
below as reference for manual vetting procedures. 
From the 1,353 initial candidates a"er DAVE, further 
analysis and vetting con#ned the list to 70 con#dent 
and 40 probable EBs, taking approximately one-and-
a-quarter hours to complete. !e list of candidates 

was thoroughly examined to remove false positives. 
Additionally, EBs that shared the same period were 
only counted once, as these TICs most likely belonged 
to the same object. If such TICs were included, there 
would be 124 #nal candidates. As such, the pipeline 
had a success rate of 9.16%.

A"er comparing with the existing Prsa et al. data-
base, six of the candidates were present.

DISCUSSION
Although the success rate is relatively low (and thus 

the false positive rate is relatively high) compared with 
past studies, such as Howard et al. with a 40-50% suc-
cess rate compared with only approximately 9% for 
this pipeline, this was the hypothesized outcome, al-
beit lower than expected. !e faster runtime and less 
stringent conditions of the algorithms reduced the risk 
o%alse negatives. However, this bene#t was o%set by 
the time required to perform manual vetting, which 
ended up being signi#cantly more than expected. For 
future studies, the pipeline may need to be tuned to 
decrease the false positive rate and to verify whether 
the it is the pipeline, the database, or a combination of 
both that is causing this result.

For the total dataset, 124 of the 47,298 light curves 
were identi#ed as probable or con#dent EB candi-
dates, resulting in an EB pass rate of ~ 0.26% (0.23% 
excluding duplicate objects). !is relatively low rate is 
partially explained by the methodology of the original 
GSFC-eleanor-lite database, which processed all FFI 
light curves through eleanor with a TESS magnitude 
of greater than 16, thus increasing the number of in-
cludedlight sources that do not contain useful data. 
Additionally, the low pass rate is also partially caused 
by the momentum dump and data downlink periods 

Figure 1. Non-EB, transit is bad data
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at the apogee of each orbit, which creates gaps in the 
(ux that are in some cases interpolated in the data as 
transits. !is apparent transit would usually be caught 
by ECLIPSR, which is capable of handling noise, but 
in rare circumstances would take on the exact shape 
of a transit and thus pass through both algorithms as 
BLS does not take into account transit shape. Despite 
the goal of eventually reducing the appearance of false 
positives in general, manual vetting remains an es-
sential step in ensuring the validity of exoplanet and 
EB candidates such as by citizen science projects like 
Planet Hunters (Eisner et al., 2021). Further studies 
should be conducted to determine the e%ectiveness of 
other automated methods in identifying true positives 
and minimizing false positives as well as reducing the 
necessity of projects like Planet Hunters.

Prsa et al. and later Howard et al. con#rmed an 
approximate EB density within short cadence light 
curves of 0.5%. In comparison with this paper’s 0.23%, 
the density is lower as expected and explained earlier, 
but the true value of the database comes from the fact 
that most of the #nal candidates were not present in 
the existing catalog, highlighting the importance of 
FFIs to future EB research. Howard et al.’s follow-up 

to Prsa et al. yielded 370 new additions to the catalog 
out of roughly 2,500 #nal candidates, approximately 
15%. A"er analyzing the #nal candidates by checking 
with the existing catalog, only six of the #nal 110 were 
already present, with four being identi#ed within the 
pipeline’s candidates as con#dent EBs. !us, from the 
list of con#dent candidates, a total of 66 new known 
EBs was generated from the data pipeline, roughly 
half of all candidates and signi#cantly greater than the 
15% of Howard et al. (see appendix). When compared 
with previous short cadence e%orts, the density of new 
EBs is signi#cantly higher for GSFC-eleanor-lite, with 
a 0.22% (104 out of 47,298) rate compared to a 0.07% 
rate for Howard et al. (370 new EBs out of approxi-
mately 500,000 initial light curves).

Furthermore, there were only seven EBs present 
within the preexisting catalog not found by the data 
pipeline. Out of these seven, #ve were extremely short 
period EBs outside of the 0.5--27-day period range set 
for the scope of the data pipeline. A"er rerunning the 
pipeline with an updated period range on the #ve new 
light curves, they each passed without issue. Another 
light curve of the seven contained in the catalog but 
outside the candidates list appeared to be either an er-
ror on the part of the original entrant or had a period 
longer than the length of the sector 3 imaging time 
as no transits were seen for the entirety of the light 
curve. !e #nal missed EB was missed likely due to a 
large data gap in the center. !us, the new data pipe-
line performed as expected, with extremely few false 
negatives and a large number of false positives, which 
future research would likely seek to rectify. Addition-
ally, the results demonstrate that even with a reduced, 
2-algorithm, single-pass pipeline, success rates are not 
diminished much, if at all. With its low computational 
requirements and e'ciency improvements over past 
3-algorithm approaches, the data pipeline has proven 
itself as an e%ective tool for EB determination in FFI 
databases.

Limitations

!e primary constraint of this approach is the time 
re- quired to run the programs, which limits the size 
of the dataset that the algorithms can be performed 
on. !e program was run on approximately 50,000 
light curves of the several million contained within 
the GSFC-eleanor- lite Sector 3 database. With a lim-

Figure 2. Probable EB, ambiguous odd/even transit, 
not enough transits, or too noisy

Figure 3. Con!dent EB, note the obvious primary and 
secondary transits
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ited dataset and a limited target ascension range, the 
EB density calculated from this data pipeline may be 
less generalizable. Future research is necessary to fully 
characterize the e'cacy of GSFC-eleanor-lite with-
out such restrictions and to cut down on the issue of 
longer manual identi#cation times, but nevertheless, 
the initial #ndings do show extreme promise. Fur-
thermore, not an insigni#cant number of target TICs 
were identi#ed as the same object, which arises from 
the nature of the GSFC-eleanor-lite database itself. 
However, it is possible this was not a major issue as 
the occurrence of duplicate EBs also likely meant the 
duplication of non-EBs. !us, future research could 
at- tempt to determine if such occurrences actually 
present an issue and if so, rectify it. For the database, 
future papers may be necessary to examine other sec-
tors and a wider range of targets to further determine 
its e%ectiveness as a source of EBs, in addition to other 
astrophysical phenomena. !is paper only analyzed a 
small portion of the database as an initial character-
ization to determine its potential.

CONCLUSION
!is research addresses the existing gap in the lit-

erature by examining a new dataset: the GSFC-elea-
nor-lite database (Powell et al., 2022). !e new data 
pipeline, consisting of ECLIPSR and BLS, has been 
proven to both be fast and e%ective for targeted EBs. 
Further- more, it was found that the GSFC-eleanor-
lite database has a lower EB density than that of the 
short cadence photometry analyzed by Howard et 
al. but is an e%ective source of new EBs as opposed 
to mostly con#rming past data. As such, all research 
goals initially set forth were accomplished.

Future research can seek to con#rm or deny the ini-
tial insights provided by this simpli#ed data pipeline 
as well as further determine if the database is worth 
mining as a source of EBs. As a result of this research, 
66 new EBs were discovered and several intriguing di-
rections for future study were revealed.

So"ware: Astroquery (Ginsburg et al., 2019), elea-
nor (Feinstein et al., 2019) IPython (Perez & Granger, 
2007), Lightkurve (Lightkurve Collaboration, 2018), 
NumPy (Oliphant, 2007), Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007), 
Python
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APPENDIX
!e following is a list of the 66 new con#dent EB candidates found using the pipeline. “Per” in the following 

table is short for period, all of which are measured in days. TICs with ECLIPSR periods of -1.0 failed its period-
checking component. However, visual examination of their light curves resulted in their approval for the #nal 
list. Note that due to the naive nature of BLS, it is necessary to compare both half, normal, and double periods 
to check with the ECLIPSR period; if at least one matches within 5%, it can be concluded that the candidate is 
likely an EB.

Table 1.

TIC ECLIPSR 
Score

BLS Max 
Power

ECLIPSR 
Per

BLS Per BLS Half-Per BLS Double-
Per

142017247 0.70058 13681.907 3.77246 1.88869 0.944346 3.77739
142018009 0.74375 7363.6759 5.469861 2.736749 1.368375 5.473498
142087248 0.73804 6426.7324 3.206853 1.602473 0.8012367 3.204947
142106257 0.56804 8248.6442 -1.0 2.733216 1.366608 5.466431
142109975 0.41142 9653.9965 0.4671718 0.934629 0.4673145 1.869258
150427902 0.62584 9340.0726 0.5830927 0.5830389 0.2915194 1.166078
150428527 0.63894 22989.483 -1.0 17.21555 8.607774 34.4311
150430915 0.58194 16090.666 0.8496081 0.8498233 0.4249117 1.699647
150431387 0.5101 19722.816 0.7325885 0.7314488 0.3657244 1.462898
150437909 0.38911 217625.5 2.715104 1.35689 0.6784452 2.713781
150441162 0.56088 3629.7138 1.859403 0.9293286 0.4646643 1.858657
150442254 0.55518 141672.76 5.985096 1.489399 0.7446996 2.978799
150443182 0.86263 92283.073 2.599161 2.595406 1.297703 5.190813
150513899 0.67452 36595.109 3.767928 1.885159 0.9425795 3.770318
167246108 0.90129 40164.122 4.688481 2.344523 1.172261 4.689046
167250056 0.47302 67813.404 0.8584951 0.8586572 0.4293286 1.717314
167250519 0.55152 20382.502 1.249065 1.249117 0.6245583 2.498233
167251459 0.95775 566711.81 6.549728 3.273852 1.636926 6.547703
167308162 0.83735 5456.09 9.286412 9.30742 4.65371 18.61484
167308280 0.77423 48414.495 1.099269 0.54947 0.274735 1.09894
167308872 0.74702 36845.166 1.202029 1.199647 0.5998233 2.399293
167309182 0.70976 35595.374 3.993886 3.991166 1.995583 7.982332
167337786 0.84128 19726.025 8.432229 8.416961 4.208481 16.83392
167339237 0.76789 35216.537 4.369485 2.183746 1.091873 4.367491
167366499 0.70699 8735.5248 3.023812 3.021201 1.510601 6.042403
167421087 0.39361 7608.6522 0.557517 0.5583039 0.2791519 1.116608
260541900 0.68296 9532.2242 2.960863 1.480565 0.7402827 2.961131
260606384 0.78845 5391.5507 11.03146 11.01943 5.509717 22.03887
260608080 0.64695 7168.8303 3.424954 1.710247 0.8551237 3.420495
260608425 0.67785 262129.23 0.7632962 0.7632509 0.3816254 1.526502
260608573 0.70088 346398.22 1.388171 1.383392 0.6916961 2.766784
260635551 0.69275 34574.912 1.092206 0.5459364 0.2729682 1.091873
260636186 0.45719 3741.378 1.39404 1.388693 0.6943463 2.777385
260637574 0.67584 6431.9297 1.839197 0.9204947 0.4602473 1.840989
260640388 0.4711 5865.1884 0.4808455 0.9611307 0.4805654 1.922261
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TIC ECLIPSR Score BLS Max Power ECLIPSR Per BLS Per BLS Half-Per BLS Double-
Per

260653901 0.63321 16519.756 -1.0 12.63074 6.315371 25.26148
260654689 0.44783 7610.2046 1.281164 1.282686 0.6413428 2.565371
260658047 0.65166 6199.5947 0.9786507 0.9787986 0.4893993 1.957597
278683642 0.81095 28369.501 4.24603 4.238516 2.119258 8.477032
278683864 0.43504 5208.425 -1.0 18.85866 9.429329 37.71731
278683875 0.93839 520786.74 10.28662 18.79329 9.396643 37.58657
278684227 0.64573 17565.285 1.24816 0.6236749 0.3118375 1.24735
278726860 0.8238 4703.1256 9.213695 9.204947 4.602473 18.40989
278730069 0.72438 22200.132 2.486045 1.245583 0.6227915 2.491166
278776988 0.66254 51694.249 1.826993 0.9134276 0.4567138 1.826855
293220838 0.74858 37689.834 1.356033 1.355124 0.6775618 2.710247
293224945 0.82025 25822.334 3.570114 3.570671 1.785336 7.141343
293225157 0.8375 127256.87 5.573882 2.784452 1.392226 5.568905
293268007 0.77315 22873.484 4.061489 2.030035 1.015018 4.060071
293268574 0.75898 45415.106 5.115924 10.14488 5.072438 20.28975
293271277 0.8907 55029.873 4.567738 4.574205 2.287102 9.14841
293273040 0.7717 187060.5 4.960707 4.968198 2.484099 9.936396
293347945 0.48883 135326.7 -1.0 19.64664 9.823322 39.29329
348839218 0.79797 20275.583 2.970327 1.485866 0.7429329 2.971731
348839473 0.68513 5451.424 0.7573335 0.7579505 0.3789753 1.515901
348839494 0.8475 94841.57 3.174446 1.588339 0.7941696 3.176678
348841791 0.54564 23073.018 1.198034 1.19788 0.5989399 2.39576
348843066 0.63717 46696.295 -1.0 19.31802 9.659011 38.63604
372852412 0.73425 10213.969 2.001551 2.0 1.0 4.0
375033166 0.44292 4933.1203 0.4780668 0.9558304 0.4779152 1.911661
375035513 0.93495 864058.88 4.117609 2.056537 1.028269 4.113074
375058760 0.94502 2325567.2 7.137274 7.132509 3.566254 14.26502
514257394 0.64561 7174.3868 3.4246 1.710247 0.8551237 3.420495
737153831 0.93495 864059.02 4.117609 2.056537 1.028269 4.113074
737487643 0.75251 8104.8528 0.7573412 0.7579505 0.3789753 1.515901
737496372 0.65166 6199.5928 0.9786507 0.9787986 0.4893993 1.957597
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